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Premier Intermediate Football Championship 

 

Quarter Final Replay 

 

Saturday 13th September 2014 

 

At Ballygarvan 

 

Carrigaline 2-9 Nemo Rangers 3-5 

 

After being denied victory in the original fixture by a last minute penalty, our intermediate footballers had to survive 

two late penalty conversions before finally overcoming Nemo Rangers by a single point to qualify for the semi-final. 

We got off to the worse possible start when Nemo goaled within 57 seconds of the throw in. Points by Niall Coakley 

and Barry O’Keeffe in the 4
th

 and 5
th

 minute settled the nerves and David Drake collected a long delivery in the 7
th

 

minute before rounding the keeper and placing the ball in the net.  

Nemo reduced the deficit the minimum with a pointed free in the 11
th

 minute before Carrig responded with three 

fine scores in the space of two minutes from Brian Coakley, Killian McIntyre and Niall Coakley. Unfotunately we lost 

our way after this and Nemo responded with two points before Niall Coakley completed the first half scoring 

converting a free from well outside the 45.  

This left the half time score Carrigaline 1-6, Nemo Rangers 1-3 with Carrig facing the wind in the second half.  Nemo 

again got off to good start with a pointed free in the third minute before three points in three minutes from Brian 

and Niall Coakley and Killian McIntyre put five points between the team by the 7
th

 minute. Nemo pointed in the 

tenth minute and there was to be no further scores until the 19
th

 minute. During this period Carrig backs were very 

solid with Peter Murphy in particular at centre back and Nicholas Murphy in midfield very prominent.  

The game turned strongly in our favour when Brian Coakley showed great composure to finsh to the net and leave 

the score 2-9 to 1-5 with 11 minutes to go. 

Carrig continued to dominate for the next 5 or 6 minutes but over elaboration in the forward line resulted in a 

number of chances going a begging. 

The inability to finish the game resulted in Nemo breaking through and being awarded a penalty which was 

converted to reduce the margin to two in the 27
th

 minute. Carrig responded well but again failed to add to the score 

board and when Nemo were awarded another penalty four minutes into injury time the difference was down to one 

point.  

Fortunately the referee blew the full time whistle direct form the kick out and we survived to go through to the semi 

final where our opponents will be Valley Rovers. 

Scores: Brian Coakley 1-2, Niall Coakley 0-4 (1F), David Drake 1-0, Killian McIntyre 0-2 Barry O’Keeffe 0-1  

Team: Sean Mellet, Cian Barry, Kevin O’Connell, Killian Forbes, Wesley O’Brien, Peter Murphy, Cillian McSweeney, 

Nicholas Murphy, Kevin Kavanagh, Niall Coakley, Barry O’Keeffe, Killian McIntyre, Brian Coakley, David Drake and 

Simon O’Brien. Subs Used, Shane Griffin, Stephen Maguire, Eoin Kavanagh and Danny Twomey. 

 

 



 

 

 

 


